J-PAL and its partner organizations recruit for hundreds of positions on a regular basis. Positions may be located at universities, research centers, and non-profit organizations connected to the work of our affiliated professors and partners around the world. They are available in field research, project management, and data analysis, as well as policy outreach, training, and finance & administration.
Human Resources Administrator & Recruiter - J-PAL North America
United States of America (the)
Position Overview: J-PAL North America (J-PAL NA) is actively recruiting a talented, experienced Human Resources Administrator & Recruiter based at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, MA. Working at J-PAL NA means being part of a vibrant, collaborative team of... 

Michigan Data & Policy Fellow - Youth Policy Lab, University of Michigan
United States of America (the)
As part of a partnership with the State of Michigan, the University of Michigan Youth Policy Lab seeks two highly qualified candidates to join our team as Michigan Data & Policy Fellows. The goal of this fellowship program is to provide strategic research and policy support to State of Michigan...

Research Associate - Education Measurement Project - J-PAL Global
United States of America (the)
The Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab (J-PAL) is a research center at the Economics Department at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, MA. J-PAL’s mission is to reduce poverty by ensuring that policy is informed by scientific evidence, and research is translated into...
Research Assistant - Columbia University
United States of America (the)
Professors Amit Khandelwal and Eric Verhoogen (Columbia University) and David Atkin (MIT) are looking for a full-time research assistant based at Columbia University in New York to work on an industrial-policy intervention. The project involves processing and analyzing data covering manufacturing...

Senior Portfolio Manager/Science, Technology, Innovation & Partnership (STIP) Officer - DIV/USAID
United States of America (the)
USAID’s Development Innovation Ventures (DIV) is recruiting. DIV supports innovative innovations, ranging from rigorously testing pilots of early ideas, to helping transition the most successful innovations to scale. DIV is looking for someone with suitable skills in rigorous impact evaluation to...

Predoctoral Fellowship - EPIC
United States of America (the)
EPIC PREDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP (CLIMATE IMPACT LAB) The Energy Policy Institute at Chicago (EPIC) invites applications for full-time pre-doctoral fellows for the academic year 2019-20. An interdisciplinary research and training center at the University of Chicago, EPIC is contributing innovative...

Temporary Recruitment Coordinator - IPA
United States of America (the)
Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA) is seeking a Temporary Recruitment Coordinator to play a key role in supporting the recruitment of talent globally. As part of a growing team, this
position will report directly the Recruitment Manager and support the team in meeting our global strategic...
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